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ON BORDISM GROUPS OF IMMERSIONS
BY

GUILLERMO PASTOR

Abstract. The bordism group of immersions of oriented n-manifolds into R"+/t is

identified with the stable homotopy group n^ + i(MSO(^)). We study these groups

for n — 2 *s k < n, and discuss the behaviour of double points and their relation

with the corresponding bordism groups of embeddings.

1. Introduction. Let Ittn k denote the bordism group of immersions of oriented

M-manifolds into Rn+k. Here a bordism between two immersions /0 : M0 «* Rn+k and

ix : Mx =-> R"+k is an immersion of a compact oriented (n + l)-manifold j:W ~*

Rn+k X I such that dW = M0 U -Mx andj\Mo = i0 X {0} and;|W| =/,X{l}, In

the usual manner bordism defines an equivalence relation and bordism classes form

an abelian group (under disjoint union) which is identified with the stable homotopy

group tr°+k(MSO(k)), of the Thorn space MSO(/c) of the canonical oriented /c-plane

bundle over BSO(A:).

The object of this paper is to study the groups Ito„tk for « — 2 < /c =£ « and to

discuss the behaviour of double points and the relation of these groups with the

corresponding bordism groups of embeddings.

Bordism groups of immersions were studied first by Wells [We] who determined

the unoriented groups Iftnn and 79rc4„4„_,. These results were extended by

Koschorke and Oik who completed the computations of iytn k for n — 2^ k < n

(see [K, §10]). We shall make use of these computations..

This work is part of the author's thesis under the supervision of B. J. Sanderson at

Warwick University. It is a pleasure to express thanks for his help and for helpful

conversations with the topology staff at the Centro de Investigation del IPN.

2. Some exact sequences involving bordism groups of immersions. We describe

three exact sequences and compute some low-dimensional bordism groups appearing

in them. The first sequence was obtained by Sziics [Sz] and Koschorke [K]. The other

two sequences are due to Salomonsen [Sa]. We refer to these articles for a detailed

description of the sequences.

Given a subgroup G of the orthogonal group O(m) we will denote by Q,J the

bordism group of /-manifolds whose stable normal bundle admits a reduction to G.

We will be mainly interested in the cases where G is
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*> = ((« SMS i)--^ ***<)}
or

ASO={(o     °):^eSO(/),/>y}.

Let /: IQ„ k -» R„ denote the forgetful homomorphism that retains the oriented

bordism class of the domain of a class of immersions and let EQn k stand for the

bordism group of classes of embeddings of oriented H-manifolds in R"+A. From now

on we will assume n <2k - 1. This is the metastable range and corresponds to the

range in which only double points arise from self-transverse immersions.

2.1 Proposition. Let n < 2k — 1. Then the following sequences are exact:

(2-2) • • • - apltlQHtkiQH - Q?_*i_i

(2.3) —8;»^lB,,4i/8,ii+1iB,4»_^-,

(2-4) • ■ • - «+, - 7fln>, i /BB)A -Q»<*> - ■ ■ • .

Here g, /; are the obvious forgetful homomorphisms. Let/.: Sk =* R2/< be defined by

jfc(r, «„...,«*) = ((t + l)ux,...,(t + l)uk,(l - t)ux,...,(l - t)uk), where 5* is the

unit sphere in R*+1 with coordinates (t, ux,...,uk). Note that jk is an immersion

with precisely one double point and that jk(Sk) is z(£)-invariant. If [N] represents

an arbitrary class in &„(k)k then associated to a tubular neighbourhood of an

embedding N C R"+k there is a fibre bundle with fibre jk(Sk). The total space of this

bundle represents d[N].

The homomorphism e: Itink+X -* fi^°_j is defined as follows. Choose a repre-

sentative immersion M" ^>Rn + k+x with normal bundle v. Consider M embedded in

v via the zero section and take a section s: M ^ v which is transverse to M.

e([M =* 7"+*+1]) is represented by the intersection manifold M n s(M).

If N" ^>Rn K is a self-transverse immersion of an oriented manifold N, then D[i]

is represented by the double-points manifold.

The other homomorphisms appearing in these sequences can also be defined in

geometric terms (see the references above).

Koschorke [K, 9.3] has developed a long exact sequence which is useful in

computing low-dimensional bordism groups. The groups Bf(A:), fifso, Q"'(k), 0 < i <

2, can be computed using this sequence.

2.5 Proposition. The bordism groups Bf(k\ 0 «S / *S 2, k > 2, are g/uen fry r/ze

following table:

i=0 i=\ i=2

k = 1 (4) Z2                 Z2 Z2 © Z8

Jfc = 2 (4) Z ~~Z~A ~Z2

k = 3(4) Z2                  0 Z2 © Z2

k = 0 (4) Z Z2©Z2 Z2©Z2ffiZ2
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2.6 Proposition. The bordism groups B*(Ar), 0 < i « 2, k > 2, are given by the

table:

i = 0 i = 1             i = 2

fe = 1 (4)     |       Z2 |        0 |         Z4         |

k = 2(4)             Z Z2                  0

A: = 3 (4)             Z2 0              Z2 © Z2

it = 0(4)             Z Z2                 Z2

2.7 Proposition. The groups Bfso are isomorphic to Z, Z2 a«a" Z2 © Z2 /or

/ = 0,1,2, respectively.

3. Bordism groups of immersions. We now study sequences (2.2) and (2.3). The

groups 7B„ k(n — 2 *£ fc < n) are determined except for extension problems in some

cases. The unoriented version of sequence (2.2) was studied by Koschorke [K]. The

extension problems which arise from (2.2) are, in general, more difficult to solve

than in the unoriented case (see [K, 10.4]). The unoriented analogue of (2.3), can be

deduced from results of [K and Sa]. We will make use of these sequences to solve

some extension problems. In particular, a detailed description of some of the

homomorphisms between the bordism groups B,z(/:>, Bfso and the unoriented

analogues will be needed. This can be achieved by comparing the corresponding long

exact sequences of [K, 9.3].

3.1 Theorem. For n > 0, /8„„ s B„ © Z // n is even and lQn„ = ®„®Z2ifn is

odd. The Z or Z2 factor is generated by the class of the immersion jn : S" =* R2".

Proof. From the Whitney immersion theorem and sequence (2.2) we get the

commutative diagram with horizontal exact sequence:

0     -    B0(*> - TO,,,     -»    B„     ->    0

=s\     D

3.2 Theorem. For n > 3 the groups /B„ „_, are given by

B„ forn =0(4),

I®„,n-\ -\ ®n ® Z2    forn = 2(4)om+l a power of 2,

B„ © Z4    forn = 3 (4), n + 1 not a power of 2.

Ifn = l (4) then 7B„ „_, is an extension ofQ.n © Z2 by Z2.

Proof. If n + 1 is not a power of 2 then every orientable (n + l)-manifold

immerses in R2" [Mah-P]. Thus sequence (2.2) takes the form

o.»o?-«) - mn,n-x - a, - o.

The case n = 0 follows immediately from 2.5. The splitting of this sequence for

n = 2 (4) follows by comparison with the corresponding unoriented sequence.
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If n = 1 or 3 (4) then | Of"- "1 = 4 and hence | 7B„ „_, | = 41 B„ |, provided n + 1

is not a power of 2. Sequence (2.3) reduces then to

0 -» Z2 -> 7B„ „_, ^ B„ © Z2 - 0.

If n = 3 (4) this extension is nontrivial, as every element in B„ has order 2 and

Z4 a Bfn" ° injects into 7B„ „_,.

Finally assume « + 1 is a power of 2. By [Mah-P, 4.2.1] C7<n+1)/2 does not

immerse up to cobordism in R2". Hence Bf "_1) does not inject into 7B„ „_, and

sequence (2.3) becomes

z2^m„^x-*Qn®z2^o.   a

We now study the groups /8nn_2, n > 5. Let a(k) denote the number of ones in

the binary expansion of an integer k.

If a(n + 1) > 2 then the forgetful homomorphism 7B„+, „_2 -» 8„+, is onto. This

follows either by Cohen's immersion theorem [C] or by showing that each (n + 1)-

dimensional multiplicative generator has a representative that immerses in R2"-1

(see [Wa, 0]). If n + 1 = 2 (4) then 7B„+, „_2 -» Bn+, is always onto, as there is a

system of generators of B^, with no elements in these dimensions [Wa]. Hence if

either a(n + 1) > 2 or n + 1 = 2 (4) then we get an exact sequence

0 _ B2<""2> - 7B„,„_2 - 0B -» 0.

3.3 Theorem. Let n > 5.

(i) Ifn = 0 (4) then /8nn_2 » B„ © Z2 // o(n) > 1. // <x(n) = 1 then 7B„ „_2 w

isomorphic to the subgroup of B„ consisting of classes [M] w/f/z Stiefel number

w2 ■ wn_2(M) = 0.

(ii) If n = 3 (4) 7B„„_2 « isomorphic to B„ © Z2 © Z8 // a(n + 1) > 3 a«</ ro

B„ © Z4 //a(« + 1) = i. Ifa(n + 1) = 2 tfien 7B„ „_2 « a« extension o/B„ © Z4 6y

Z2.

(in) 7/« = 2 (4) r/ie/i 7B„ n„2 w an extension o/B„ © Z2 © Z2 oy Z2.

(iv) If n = 1 (4) f/iew 7B„ „_2 w a« extension o/B„ © Z2 oy Z2.

Proof. Let n = 0 (4), a(«) > 2. We have oommutative diagrams:

0     -     Z2     -     7B„.„_2      -     B„     -    0

a(n)>2 1= I i

0     -»     Z2     -»    9t„©Z2     -»    iRn     ->    0

0    -    Z2     -       7B„,„_2        -    a,     -»    0

a(«) = 2 =1 1 1

0     -     Z2     -.    ?cn/Z2®Z4     -    31 „     -    0

The upper diagram shows 7B„ „_2 s B„ © Z2 if a(n) > 2. If n = 2m + 2' then the

Z4 factor of 79c„ „_2 is generated by an immersion of R72"" X R72' [K]. But

RP2" X R72' is not cobordant to an oriented manifold. Therefore the top sequence

in the lower diagram also splits.
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If a(n) = 1 then the Dold manifold 7(1, n/2) does not immerse up to cobordism

in R2"-1 as its number w2 ■ wn_x is nonzero. Then (2.2) gives

IQn+l,n-2 - 0-+1 - Z2 ^ /0...-2 - ®„ - Z2 -» 0.

Now assume n = 3 (4). If a(n + 1) > 3 we have a commutative diagram

0     - Z2ffiZ8 -. 78„,„_2 -     B„     -    0

0     -»    Z2©Z2©Z2     -»    ?c„ © Z2 © Z2 © Z2     -»    9cn     -»    0

where ̂ (1,0) = (1,0,0) and ^(0,1) = (0,0,1). This imphes that 78„ „_2 s 8„ © Z2

© Z8. If a(n + 1) = 2 then C7"+l/2 does not immerse up to oriented cobordism in

R2"^1 and coker/:78„+,,„_2-8n+, is Z2. By (2.2) |/Bn>„_2| = 8|BJ and se-
quence (2.3) reduces to

0 -> Z2 - 7B„,„_2 -> B„ © Z4 - 0.

If n + 1 is a power of 2 then 78„ „_2 fits into the exact sequence (2.3)

Z2 © Z2 - 78„,„_2 - 8„ © Z2 - 0

and therefore has no elements of order 8. Sequence (2.2) takes the form

/an+.,n-2-an+i -z2 © Z8 - 78„i„_2 -» 8„ - 0

where S[C7<"+1)/2] = (1,2) £ Z2 © Z8 [0, 1.30]. It follows then that 7B„ „^2 ss B„
©Z4.

If n = 2 (4) the result follows by comparing (2.2) with its unoriented analogue.

The case n = 1 is treated in the next section.    □

4. Double points and embeddings. The monomorphism z(k) -* w(k) induces a

homomorphism of the bordism groups &z}k)k -» 8*1*2. Moreover, there is a commuta-

tive diagram

8Z<*? -» 8w(*2
n — k        uun — k

JO,.*

where 3 and D are described in §2.

4.1 Proposition. 7e? k > 2. The natural homomorphism Bf(*} -» tt"(k) fits into the

following exact sequences:

0 -» Bfr - 8Z<*> -» B^ ^ 0 /or A: eue«,

0 -» Z2 © Z2 -» 0f<« -» QJ<*> ^ 0 fork = 0 (4),

0 - Z4 -» 8Z<*> -. B?<*> -» 0 /or A: = 1 (4),

0 - Z2 -> QfC*) -» QJ(*) - 0 fork = 3(4).
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The proof of 4.1 follows by comparing the corresponding long exact sequences of

[K, 9.3]. This result enables us to study the following diagram of exact sequences:

J2|(«-2) az(«-l)

n i

78„,„_2 - 7B„,„_2 - 8?<"-2> - 78„_,,„_2 - m„-un~2  - Q»<-'> -» 0

B„ D»-i
I
0

4.2 Theorem. For n > 0, 78„ „ a 8„.

4.3 Theorem. Let n > 3. Ifn or n + I is a power of 2 then 78„ „_, s B„; otherwise

there is a short exact sequence

0-Z2-78„,n_,-8„-0.

This sequence splits if n =■ 2 or 3 (4).

Theorem 4.2 follows immediately from sequence (2.4). Applying 4.1 to the

previous diagram proves 4.3 for n = 0, 2 or 3 (4). If n = 1 (4) we obtain the diagram

0

I

Z2 © Z2

fl 1

78„,„_2     -    78„„_2     *     Z2©Z2

i

o
3 D

where the composite Z2 © Z2 -»78„„_2 -> Z2 © Z2 has kernel and cokernel Z2. This

implies that 7B„ „_2 is an extension of B„ © Z2 by Z2. We need to compute cjp above

to know whether D is onto. It is equivalent to study the problem of embedding

oriented manifolds up to oriented cobordism in R2"-2. Every orientable m-manifold

embeds in R2m_' [Mas-P], thus we only need to investigate whether generators of 8^

in dimension n embed up to oriented cobordism in R2""2, n = 1 (4). Using results of

R. Brown [B, 2.1 and 5.1] and E. Thomas [Th, 1.1] it can be shown that all the

n-dimensional generators of 8+ given in [Wa] embed in R2"^2 with the sole

exception of the Dold manifolds 7(1,2'), /> 0. Hence the double points homomor-

phism D: 78„ „_2 -> Z2 © Z2 is onto if and only if n — 1 is a power of 2. This

completes the proof of 4.3.

4.4 Corollary. If M" is orientable then M embeds up to oriented cobordism in

R2"~2 if and only if the Stiefel number w2 ■ wn_2(M) = 0. If neither n nor n — 1 is a

power of 2 this condition is always satisfied.
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D. Ellis [E] has recently proved 4.2-4.4 using different techniques. The following

theorem extends one of his results.

4.5 Theorem. If k = 0 (4) there is short exact sequence

0 - Z2 © Z2 -* 78,+2j, - B,+2 - 0.

Proof. The exact sequences

(2.4) EQk+2tk - 78,+„ - Z2 -» 0,

(2.2) 0 -> Z2 © Z2 © Z2 - 7B,+2iA - 8,+2 - 0

show that \E$lk+2tk\> 4\Slk+2\. On the other hand, Ellis [E] has proved that

E®k+2,k llls into tne exact sequence

3

E®k + 3,k ~* fyt+3 ^Z2 © Z2 -* Etik + 2k -» 8fc+2 -» 0,

implying \EQk+2tk\<4\Qk+2\.    D

4.6 Corollary. If n = 3 (4) every oriented n-manifold embeds up to oriented

cobordism in R2"~3.

One final observation should perhaps be made. If k = 1 (4) and A denotes the

kernel of E2k+2k -» 8^+2 then, as in 4.5, it can be shown that

Z4    ifa(A: + 3)>2,

A=JZ2    ifa(A: + 3) = 2

0      ifa(fc + 3) = l.

Therefore, if k + 3 is a power of 2, then all codimension-A; isolated singularities in

2 A: + 3 manifolds are orientably smoothable.
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